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January, 2000
H. General

Movie Map #1..120
Movie Map #2..121
Movie Map #3..122
Movie Map #4..123
MCMI..124
All Purpose Wagon Wheel..125
Issue..126
Now Showing…
“This is my Life”

The name of the movie is:

This is what I liked about the movie.

These are the important ideas presented in the movie I will remember.

Idea # 1

Idea # 2

Idea # 3

This is what I didn’t like about the movie.

These are the changes/additions I would suggest to make the movie more effective.

Change # 1

Change # 2

Change # 3

L = Leads to   P = Part

TCU Guide Maps/ General
The Name of This Movie is ....

These are the ideas presented in the movie that are important to me.

This movie makes me think of these bad things about myself and my life.

This movie makes me think of these good things about myself and my life.

This is how these bad things make me feel.
(Draw or describe.)

This is how these good things make me feel.
(Draw or describe.)

This is what I will do to fix these bad things.

This is how I will keep & use these good things.

L = Leads to  C = Characteristic
The name of the movie is:

Wrigley's Juicy Fruit Gum

This is how I would describe this movie to friends with drug/alcohol problems.

These are the ideas presented in the movie that my friends might find interesting/helpful.

Good Idea #1

Good Idea #2

Good Idea #3

These are the ideas presented in the movie that my friends might find uninteresting or stupid.

Bad Idea #1

Bad Idea #2

Bad Idea #3

L = Leads to  P = Part
Now Featuring
“Mystery, intrigue, conflict, suspense!!

The name of the movie is:

These are the ideas presented in the movie that I think are worth discussion further.

Idea for Discussion # 1
Idea for Discussion # 2
Idea for Discussion # 3
Idea for Discussion # 4

This is why I would like to discuss this idea.
This is why I would like to discuss this idea.
This is why I would like to discuss this idea.
This is why I would like to discuss this idea.

L = Leads to
P = Part
C = Comment

TCU Guide Maps/ General 123
These are my main character problems:

This is what I can do to deal with each of my character defects and improve my behavior: